NOTICE OF MEETING

CITY OF PACIFIC GROVE
BEAUTIFICATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION

MEETING AGENDA

4:00 p.m., July 18, 2017
Council Chambers – City Hall – 300 Forest Avenue, Pacific Grove, CA
1. Call to Order
2. Public Comments
a. Written Communications
b. Oral Communications
Comments must deal with matters subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission that are not on the Agenda.
Comments from the public will be limited to three minutes and will not receive Commission action. Whenever
possible, letters should be submitted to the Commission in advance of the meeting.

3. Approval of Minutes
a. Approval of June 20, 2017 Meeting Minutes (attachment 1)
4. Reports Not Requiring Action
a. Council Liaison Announcements
Reference: Councilman Peake
b. Public Acknowledgement
5. Unfinished/Ongoing Business
a. Review 2nd Draft Integrated Pest Management Guidelines (attachment 2)
b. Tree information and tree appeal fee
6. New Business
7. Commissioner’s Reports
8. Staff Reports
a. Lovers Point Coastal Access Project
9. Items for Next Agenda
10. Adjournment
This meeting is open to the public and all interested persons are welcome to attend. The City of Pacific Grove does
not discriminate against individuals with disabilities and meetings are held in accessible facilities. A limited
number of devices are available to assist those who are hearing impaired. If you would like to use one of these
devices, please contact the Community Development Department at (831) 648-3183.

BEAUTIFICATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING MINUTES
4:00 p.m., Tuesday, June 20, 2017
Council Chambers – City Hall – 300 Forest Avenue, Pacific Grove, CA
Copies of the agenda packet are available for review at the Pacific Grove Library
located at 550 Central Avenue; the CDD counter in City Hall at 300 Forest Avenue,
Pacific Grove from 8 a.m. – 12 p.m. and 1 p.m. – 5 p.m., Monday through Thursday;
and on the internet at www.cityofpacificgrove.org/sites/default/files/beautification-andnatural-resources-commission. Recordings of the meetings are available upon request.
DRAFT MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING
MEMBERS PRESENT: Jean Anton (C), Mary Flaig (VC), Colleen Goldsmith, Dave
Myers, Kelly Terry, Claudia Vierneisel, Thom Akeman (S)
STAFF PRESENT:
Daniel Gho, Milas Smith
1. CALLED TO ORDER at 4 p.m.
2. PUBLIC COMMENTS
a. Written Communications:
2 – Lisa Ciani commented on 3 items under “new business.” Louise Miranda
Ramirez, chair of the Ohlone/Esselen Nation, commented on item 6c, the draft
archaeological policy.
b. Oral Communications:
Lisa Ciani reported on the 14 pairs of black oyster catchers nesting
along the Pacific Grove shoreline and the problems they are having with drones. She
suggested the city post drone restrictions and wildlife notices on the city’s website.
Cosmo Bua said the information about pending tree permits the city posts on the
website is meaningless as tree inspection reports are no longer posted and are only
available through formal Public Records Requests. He is also concerned the appeal fee
has gone from $32 to $500 and asked that that be reviewed.
3. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES
Minutes of May 16, 2017, approved unanimously after two grammar
corrections.
4. REPORTS NOT REQUIRING ACTION
a. Council liaison announcements:
Councilmember Peake reported a new city budget has been
approved with more capital improvement spending, and an animal ordinance has been
approved. He also reported the California Coastal Commission hasn’t approved a
seawall repair near Lovers Point and press reports about it were incomplete.

b. Public acknowledgement
Chair Anton recognized the volunteers who gardened and
pulled weeds at Chautauqua Hall Friday and Monday; Wilda
Northrop for designing a “Welcome to Pacific Grove” banner about to be hung
downtown; and the Business Improvement District for the paper lanterns and flower
baskets decorating downtown.
5. UNFINISHED/ONGOING BUSINESS
None
6. NEW BUSINESS
a. CalRecycle Grant: Recycling Receptacles
Environmental Programs Manager Smith reported at least 25 new waste
containers – with recycling bins at the sides of trash bins – will be installed on
Lighthouse Avenue and part of Central Avenue downtown. With the help of an $80,000
state grant, stand-alone recycle bins will also be placed at the sides of existing trash
cans in city parks and public areas. The city hopes to increase recycling from the
present 260 tons a year to 1,200 tons a year with the new recycling containers.
In public comment, Lisa Ciani reported on excessive trash scattered around
Lovers Point on the Monday morning after Fathers Day. . Sally Moore said she saw
similar overflowing trash cans in Jewell Park that morning. Councilmember Peake
complimented Environmental Program Manager Smith for providing a recycling report to
a Sustainable PG meeting at the museum and said he would like to seem more. Lynn
Mason said she has picked up trash on her daily walks for 30 years and it’s become
“just awful” between David and Sunset Avenues.
Commissioner Myers complimented the bins and said he appreciates the city
going for more recycling efforts.
b. Review 1st Draft Integrated Pest Management Guidelines
Environmental Programs Manager Smith said the draft is intended to start
discussions for standards and operational guidelines to reduce the amount of pesticides
used to control pests such as weeds and rodents. Public Works Director Gho said the
city is careful with pesticides and has already minimized uses, using less than a halfgallon of the herbicide Roundup on public places in 2016.
Several spoke during public comment. Among them, Cathy Wooten said
Sustainable PG has a Nontoxic PG subcommittee striving to reduce or eliminate
pesticide use on school and recreational areas. Lisa Ciani, who commented on the use
of Roundup along the coastal trail and rodenticides in Lovers Point Park, said she is
concerned about runoff into environmentally sensitive habitat areas and birds eating
poisoned rats and squirrels. Susan Pierszalowski said she picks up trash as she walks
along the recreation trail and sees squirrels everywhere with people feeding them,
suggesting more signs about feeding wildlife might help.
Commissioners were generally supportive of the Integrated Pest Management
Policy. Commissioner Flaig said she is anxious to hear more about alternatives.

Commissioner Terry reminded us that we don’t just live along the ocean, but “we live
along a very special part of the ocean.”
Programs Manager Smith said he will consider the comments and return with
another draft of the policy.
c. Review 1st Draft Archaeological Policy
Environmental Programs Manager Smith said the policy is in flux and needs
updating for procedures after severe weather events. He said the city meets monthly
with representatives of the Esselen Nation to talk about details. After this discussion, the
draft policy would be presented to the Historic Resources Committee for review, he
said.
During public comment, Lisa Ciana said she would like to see more specifics in
the policy.
Commissioners asked a few clarifying questions and were generally supportive.
7. COMMISSIONER’S REPORTS
Chair Anton reported on a public meeting to review the Point Pinos Coastal Trail
plan. Commissioner Akeman said the BNRC should consider recommending
regulations on drones that are disturbing wildlife along our coastline.
8. STAFF REPORTS
None
9. ITEMS FOR NEXT AGENDA (July 18, 2017)
a. Lovers Point Coastal Access Project
b. Tree information on city website & appeal fee
10. ADJOURNED at 5:34 p.m.

Integrated Pest Management Procedures and Guidelines
ANALYSIS
City Properties
The City of Pacific Grove maintains:
•
•
•
•

More than 25 acres of community and neighborhood parks and athletic fields;
More than 50 acres of public right-of-way, including street medians and parkways;
7,394 City-maintained trees, 623 planting areas trees; and
Nearly 200,000 square feet of facilities.

Background
Historically, the City and its agents have applied pesticides, herbicides, and kaput ground square bait to control the
following in or on City properties:
1) Broadleaf and grassy weeds in turf, hardscapes, undeveloped rights-of-way, bike trail edges, tree well and
planter areas;
2) Rodents;
3) Insects in trees, planters, and buildings; and
4) Soil pathogens/fungi and termites. Pests controlled in interior facilities generally include ants, spiders,
rodents, and roaches.
Purpose
The purpose of these procedures and guidelines is to provide the City of Pacific Grove its employees and contractors
with an overview of integrated pest management (IPM) principles, procedures, and guidelines for implementing those
principles. It is expected that these procedures and guidelines will ensure that all City operations and contracted services
that manage pests or vegetation on City property do so in an environmentally sensitive manner while addressing public
health, safety, economic and aesthetics requirements.
The goals of these guidelines are to:
1)
2)
3)
4)

5)

Create awareness among City staff and citizens of integrated pest management techniques and environmental
stewardship.
Provide a means of educating all City departments to practice the most appropriate approach to managing pests
on City property.
Reduce and/or eliminate pesticides and/or herbicides that pose known significant human or animal health, or
environmental risks.
Establish a program where pesticides and/or herbicides categorized as toxic or persistent are used only when
pest is deemed a threat to public health, safety, the environment, or to prevent economic damage (emergency
or exception) and only after other
alternatives have been attempted and are ineffective. If pesticides and/or herbicides are used, provide
guidelines on safe storage, handling, use, and application.
Promote the use of non-hazardous or reduced risk alternatives that are protective of human and animal health
and the environment.

Guidelines
The City of Pacific Grove, in carrying out its pest management operations, shall focus on long- term prevention or
suppression of pest problems with minimum negative impact on human health, non-target organisms, and the
environment. To this end, preference shall be given to reasonably available non-pesticide alternatives, when considering
the use of pesticides and/or herbicides on City property. Consideration will also be given to evolving rodent birth
control technology for uses in pest control. However, moderation of organic alternatives will also be observed as to not
introduce or substitute one environmental issue for another since the excess use of organics also comes with negative
side effects.

When possible, City staff must employ non-chemical management tactics first.
Pesticides and/or herbicides are to be applied by, a qualified applicator that has been trained in application methods,
IPM techniques, safety precautions, pest biology, and proper use of personal protective equipment, appropriate storage
and handling, environmental concerns, and employee rights regarding pesticide use and in accordance with Department
of Pesticide Regulation, Federal, State and Monterey County guidelines.
Pesticides and/or Herbicides Use
Pesticides and/or herbicides will only be used in those authorized situations where other alternative methods have
proven not to be effective or feasible (e.g., cannot be sustained due to budgetary or other constraints). The following
general and specific practices shall be followed:
General
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

When used, those pesticides and/or herbicides with the least toxicity to humans and the environment
shall be applied. No Category 1 pesticides and/or herbicides shall be used within the City Limits except
with the specific pre-authorization of the City of Pacific Grove Department Directors or designee to
protect the health or safety of the public.
Prior approval of a Supervisor, IPM Coordinator or their designee is required for all applications.
Applications shall be performed by or under the supervision of a qualified applicator to avoid any
hazard to any person or animal in the area or adjacent areas and to avoid any property damage.
Application(s) shall be made to the time the treatment of weeds’ most susceptible stage.
Care shall be observed not to damage non-targeted vegetation, especially when applying a nonselective herbicide.
Spraying shall be confined to target species and drift must be avoided.

Specifics
No pesticides and/or herbicides are to be applied within 50 yards of any designated playground, adjacent to PGUSD
areas unless conditions call for control of a hazardous or noxious pest or weeds. In this case, the area would be closed
until re entry is deemed safe.
No pesticides and/or herbicides shall be sprayed when weather conditions are:
·
·
·
·

In excess of 10 miles per hour winds
Damp or foggy
Rainy
Extremely cold or hot

Pesticides and/or Herbicides Training
A person applying pesticides and/or herbicides that are not licensed must have pesticide safety training prior to the use
of each pesticide, regardless of toxicity. Training must be updated annually. A record must be made of each employee
applying pesticides and/or herbicides, and evidence of training certified by the trainer/supervisor. Copies of the record
form will be kept by the employee and the City department, and be available to local and State officials.
Training requirements
Training must be performed by a qualified person and cover the following for each pesticide handled:
1. Information on the pesticide label concerning human health effects
2. Hazards of the pesticide, including acute and long-term effects
3. Pesticide poisoning symptoms and routes pesticides and/or herbicides can enter the body
4. Emergency first aid and how to get emergency medical care
5. Routine and emergency decontamination procedures
6. Need for, limitations, use, and cleaning of personal protective equipment (PPE)
7. Prevention, recognition and first aid for heat-related illnesses
8. Safe procedures for handling pesticides and/or herbicides, including engineering controls
9. Environmental concerns, such as drift and runoff and stormwater quality impacts

10.
11.

Warnings against taking pesticides and/or herbicides home
Regulatory requirements, including Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) and Pesticide Safety Information
Series (PSIS)
Purpose and requirements of medical supervision, when applicable
Location of hazard communication information
Employee rights

12.
13.
14.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
The City of Pacific Grove will provide personal protective clothing and equipment to City personnel engaged in the
application of pesticides and/or herbicides on City of Pacific Grove property as stated on the manufacturer’s label.
Contractors are required to provide their own PPE.
Documents Required While Applying Pesticides and/or Herbicides
Any person applying a pesticide on City of Pacific Grove property must have in their possession the following
documents:
·
·
·

Pesticide label
Pesticide MSDS
Medical Emergency Contact Information

Reporting of Pesticides and/or Herbicides Use
At the end of each month, each Crew Supervisor will complete a Monthly Chemical Use Report form and return it to
the IPM Coordinator or designee. The City of Pacific Grove must then complete a Monthly Summary Pesticide Use
Report by the tenth of each month.
Storage and Disposal
All pesticide storage locations must be posted with visible warning notices legible from a distance of 25 feet from any
direction in English and Spanish. Any pesticide containers holding 1 gallon or less of concentrate and/or 3-gallon
backpack sprayers with diluted pesticides and/or herbicides may be transported outside of the vehicle cab in a manner
that will prevent spillage onto the vehicle or off the vehicle.
Empty pesticide containers, other than bags, must be rinsed and drained into the spraying equipment on site by the user,
at the time of use, using the triple rinse method. Rinse solution should be applied to the treated areas.
All pesticide nurse containers must be labeled with the following information:
•
•
•
•
•

Name of pesticide
Category of pesticide
EPA registration number
Active ingredient
Entity

Small spills of pesticides and/or herbicides should be cleaned up immediately with absorbent material such as cat litter.
For major toxic pesticide spills, contact Public Works and request Emergency Response Personnel. Note what pesticide
it is, category, and if it is threatening to enter the storm drain system.
Violation Documentation
All employees of the City of Pacific Grove who have been trained to apply pesticides and/or herbicides may be required
to do so as part of their regular duties. Those who possess Qualified Applicator Certificates (QAC) from the California
Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR) are subject to discipline by the DPR via the Monterey County Agricultural
Commissioner if they violate various DPR regulations such as improper safety gear, improper posting as well as other
items. Those employees will also be subjected to the City of Pacific Grove Personnel Rules and Regulations as outlined
below. Contractors hired by the City of Pacific Grove should follow discipline procedure according to City of Pacific

Grove maintenance contract and the IPM procedures and guidelines. Those employees who do not possess a Qualified
Applicator Certificate will be reprimanded by the City of Pacific Grove if they violate DPR regulations. The
disciplinary actions for violations are to be determined.
Procedure
1.

Consider the potential pest treatments and determine appropriate treatment during ongoing maintenance.
1.1 In consultation with the IPM coordinator, the field supervisor shall determine the most effective
treatment time, based on pest biology and other variables, such as weather and local conditions.
1.1 Cultural practices, including watering, mulching, waste management, and food storage must be taken
into consideration by staff prior to applying any pesticide.
1.3
1.4
1.5

When possible, pest ecosystems must be modified by staff to reduce food and living space.
Staff should use physical or mechanical controls such as hand-weeding, traps, and barriers when
possible.
Staff should use biological controls, including introducing or enhancing pests' natural enemies.

2

Pesticides, Herbicides, and Rodent Application Protocol.
2.1 Notify your crew supervisor of possible need for pest control at the site. The pest control
recommendation and before any pest control, pesticides and/or herbicides are applied.
2.2 Send the completed Pesticide Application form via email to the IPM coordinator before the proposed
pesticide application, ideally the afternoon before the scheduled day of application.
2.3 Gather all personal protective equipment (PPE), documents, and signage required to complete the
specific pesticide application and have all of these items in your possession during the application.
2.4 Apply pesticide and do not leave site unattended until spray has dried.
2.5 Document pesticide usage.
2.6 Complete the Monthly Chemical Use Report by the last calendar day of the month and turn into the
IPM Coordinator or designee before or by the 7th of the following month.
2.7 City of Pacific Grove IPM Coordinator or designee must complete and submit the Monthly Summary
Pesticide Use Report to the County Agricultural Commissioner’s Office within the first 10 days of the
following month.
2.8 All City of Pacific Grove contractors shall follow the pesticide application the procedure defined in the
Contractor Maintenance Contract.

3.

Conduct ongoing training programs.

4. The IPM coordinator and/or department supervisors trained in pest control shall train staff in pest biology, the
IPM approach, new pest management strategies as they become known, and toxicology of pesticides and/or
herbicides proposed for use.
5.

Conduct ongoing public outreach and education.
5.1. The IPM coordinator shall inform the public of the City's procedures and guidelines to reduce pesticide
use and respond to questions from the public about the City's pest management practices

6.

When planning new projects or renovating existing areas, the design must be reviewed by the IPM coordinator
and staff overseeing both the initial design and future maintenance to assure that pest habitat are eliminated or
reduced. This process will result in a more sustainable design.

Integrated Pest Management Coordinator
The IPM Coordinator shall be responsible for:
1. Coordinating efforts to adopt IPM techniques for the City of Pacific Grove.
2. Communication with all staff on the goals and guidelines of the program.
3. Providing training to Parks and General Services, Public Works and other City staff in the requirements of this
IPM procedures and guidelines as well as preparing individuals who handle pesticides and/or herbicides in
obtaining a QAC.
4. Facilitating meetings with the City’s commissions and City Council.
5. Tracking all pesticide use and ensuring that the information is available to the public.
6. Coordinating with other public agencies that are practicing IPM programs.

7. Filing monthly pesticide use reports with the County and renew the bi-annual pesticide permit.
8. Serving as public information officer in coordination with the Environmental Compliance Coordinator on IPM
and pesticide related issues.
9. Keep current on all Federal (EPA), State (DPR) and local regulations and provide updates to department
personnel.

GLOSSARY
Biological control – This method uses biological technologies to manage unwanted pests. Examples of this type of
control include, but would not be limited to the use of pheromone traps for management of Indian meal moth in food
storage/preparation areas, or beneficial insect release for control of certain types of weeds or invasive insects in
landscapes
Contract- A binding written agreement between two parties. Contracts entered into the pesticide realm are generally for
goods or services
Contractor- A person, firm, corporation, or other entity, including a governmental entity, that enters into a contract
Cultural control - Is the practice of modifying the growing environment to reduce the prevalence of unwanted pests.
Examples include irrigation practices, improved and reduced fertilization applications, proper mowing practices that
include mulching, and regular aeration to improve the soil.
DPR - Department of Pesticide Regulations for the State of California’s Environmental Protection Agency. DPR, in
partnership with Federal EPA and County Department of Agriculture, oversees all issues regarding the registration,
licensing and enforcement of laws and regulations pertaining to pesticides and/or herbicides.
Emergency- A pest outbreak that poses an immediate threat to public health or significant economic or environmental
damage.
Environmental Stewardship - The strategic approach to pest management in which the IPM practitioners find balance in
preserving the natural integrity and health of the environment, promoting public safety and maintaining functional
utilities while recommending or applying pest management methods. Environmental Stewardship philosophy helps to
create awareness of Best Management Practices and their relationship the healthy environment while conducting pest
management activities.
EPA- The United States Environmental Protection Agency
Exemption- A process by which materials not on the approved materials list, can temporarily be used, but only after all
alternatives have been reviewed, evaluated, and or implemented and only after the IPM Coordinator has authorized the
use of the pesticide for the specified purpose.
Exemptions may be one-time or programmatic and the decision to approve an exemption will be based upon an
evaluation of the failure or success of alternatives and take into consideration public health, environmental, and
financial risks.
IPM Coordinator- An individual who is tasked with the function is to administer the IPM program for a project or the
City of Pacific Grove.
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) - A decision-making process for managing pests that use monitoring to determine
pest levels and tolerance thresholds and combines biological, cultural, physical, and chemical tools to minimize health,
environmental, and financial risks. The method uses extensive knowledge about pests, such as infestation thresholds,
life histories, environmental requirements, and natural enemies to complement and facilitate biological and other natural
control of pests.
Landscapes- Grounds that are actively managed such as parks, plantings, lawns around public buildings, right-of-ways,
watersheds, and open space, etc., excluding large tracts of forestland.
Mechanical controls – The use of IPM control methods utilizing hand labor or equipment such as mowers, graders,
weed-eaters, and chainsaws. Crack and crevice sealants and closing small entryways (e.g., around pipes and conduits)

into buildings for insect and rodent management would also be mechanical methods.
PCA – PCA or Pest Control Advisor is one licensed by the California Department of Pesticide Regulations according to
Title 3, Article 5 of the California Code of Regulations. Only a licensed
PCA, who is registered with the County Agricultural Commissioner may provide written pest control recommendations
for agricultural pest management, including parks, cemeteries, golf courses, and rights-of-way.
Pesticide- Any substance, or a mixture of substances, used for defoliating plants, regulating plant growth, or for
preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating any pest, which may be detrimental to vegetation, humans, animals or
structures.
QAC - Qualified Applicators Certificate is a certified applicator of pesticides and/or herbicides according to Title 3,
Article 3 of the California Code of Regulations. Applications may include residential, industrial, institutional,
landscape, and rights-of-way sites.
Sustainable Design, Construction, and Maintenance- Principles, materials, and techniques that conserve natural
resources and improve environmental quality throughout the lifecycle of the landscape and its surrounding environment.
Sustainable designs for buildings and landscapes incorporate methods that reduce the potential for pest problems from
the start and with long-term maintenance needs in mind.

